In many respects, the historical trajectory of the Russian economy during the XX cenreasons can be given for this. First, many relevant indicators were either not measured or were kept secret and never published. Second, Russia (as the RSFSR) was a part of the USSR, and statistics for the RSFSR were much less prevalent than for the USSR as a whole (historical changes in Russia's borders also require special consideration). Third, or comparable prices were overestimated (as were the corresponding growth rates). As indicators of the Russian Federation.
Introduction
current borders is the only economic and political reality, the economic history the historical macroeconomic trajectories of the Russian Empire ( Gerchuk, others) 1 than we do about the contemporary RF. In fact, Russia is a country with a nearly unknown economic history.
One of the main reasons for this lack of knowledge of Russia's economic histor y is that systematic and comparable historical time series are unavailable. This situation was caused by some inherent features of the Soviet statistical system, particularly its focus on data for the entire USSR, the ubiquity of indicators a small number of regularly published indicators (because of a comprehensive regime of secrecy), etc. Of course, there was a long Western tradition of high-quality research on the Soviet economy 2 . As a result, the most important methodological aspects for a more-or-less reliable recalculation of Soviet statis tics into for empirical investigation of the USSR was built. The trouble is the inadequacy for the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (the RSFSR), which had the same borders as the RF for decades (the RSFSR was a part of the USSR from 1922 until 1991).
mation by Rosstat (Federal State Statistics Service). No acade mic researcher could ever dream of improving on or repeating their recalculations of Soviet sta tistical data for the RSFSR into the now commonly-used SNA format. However, this dataset volume indices for agriculture, retail trade and certain other sectors, and these in-
